
Springs Summit 2019 Daily Class Schedule 

 Day 1:      Saturday,  April 27   

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Astral Travel/Remote Viewing Through Deep Meditation  

Janet Westley  
$35 

Remote viewing (RV) is the practice of seeking impressions about a distant or unseen target using subjective means, in particular, extrasensory 
perception (ESP) or "sensing with the mind”.  Have you ever dreamed that you were flying through the air on your own power?  Have you 

stepped into another dimension?  Did it seem like you were looking through a window watching other people as they were going about their 
activities?  Astral projection (or astral travel) is an interpretation of an out-of-body experience (OBE) that assumes the existence of an "astral 

body" separate from the physical body and capable of travelling outside it. Astral projection or travel denotes the astral body leaving the 
physical body to travel in an astral plane. Deep meditation is the practice of bringing the mind, body and breath into alignment. So, relaxing 
the body and calming the breath will naturally calm the mind. The parasympathetic nervous system gets activated, and as a result the stress 

response will be relaxed.  

Imagine the power you can access by combining all three practices together.  Join me in learning how to raise your awareness to the power 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Gems, Minerals, Crystals 

Starr Fuentes  
$47 

 Learn all about the unique properties and uses of  various gems, minerals and crystals  

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 

Dealing with Difficult People 

C.W. Miller 
$49 

Whether you are a healer, a teacher or a helper, sooner or later you will have to deal with difficult people.  We try to be patient.  We 

try to remain calm.  And yet, they seem so adept at pushing our buttons.  In this presentation, we will answer that age-old question 

of  why they do what they do.  We will also explore why they are able to hijack our emotions which is what makes them so difficult 

for us.  As we begin to understand ourselves better, we will also find it easier to understand and deal with those difficult people.   
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 Day 2:      Sunday,  April 28 

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Church 

Starr Fuentes  
 

 

Please join us at The Church of  Divine Intervention for Sunday Service 
at 10:30 AM.  

This is an inter-denominational church that welcomes all! 
 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

En”role”ment 

Starr Fuentes  
$60 

 
This is a condensed version of  Starr’s 8 hour course that teaches you how to 

attract paying clients. 
 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 
$20 

Walking the Red Road in White Man Shoes 

Delton Jeter 

 

This lecture and discussion investigates Native American values and 

practices, and why a non-Indian would chose to do follow these ways.  We 

will cover where to find teachings and how to bring these practices into 

modern life as a non-Indian.  
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 Day 3:      Monday,  April 29 

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Life’s 7 Principles 

Tom Nelson  
$55 

Life is governed by a set of basic principles based on sacred knowledge. First we will separately review each of these 7 principles (mentalism, 

correspondence, vibration, polarity, rhythm, cause & effect and gender).  There will be a special emphasis on how to use each principle for your own 

growth and development.  Then all of these principles will be integrated to show how all of they work together and support each other.  For further 

study, a book will be provided that has more details on these principles  

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Mayan Mandala 

Marina Moreau  
$50 

Mandalas can be found everywhere around us. They are found throughout nature and the universe itself, as well as inside our own DNA. Mandalas allow us to center 

our thoughts and open our minds to infinite possibilities.  They are excellent tools for personal introspection and development that have been used world-wide. 

           The Mayan mandala is unique in its specific symmetry and design.  Because of this, a certain connection is bridged between the two hemispheres of the brain: 

The logic brain (left) and the artistic brain (right).  This connection allows for more than just escaping or letting go through the artistic brain; It also provides a way to 

numerically calculate the vibration of a word. This allows us to visualize it, and then put it into a shape or color that has meaning and power. 

            During this class, you will create your own unique Mayan mandala. This will allow you to call a specific energy into your life by consciously creating it through 

your drawing.  The creation process, then later viewing and meditating on this mandala, will allow you to fully focus your intention on the energy you want to bring into 

your life.  

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 
$56 

Photonic Infusion 

Selena Rodriguez  

As the earth moves through the Photon Belt, consciousness has sped up considerably, thereby creating an ever-changing state of reality. The last time this planet went 

through a photon belt was during Atlantis. We are absorbing more light than we have in thousands of years, and naturally beginning to reject that which no longer is 

light-giving, in favor of new levels of life that are light-attracting. In the past, we had weeks or months to assimilate changes. Nowadays, big changes happen on a daily 

basis, as we rapidly move through levels. 

In this class you will experience Photonic Infusion and receive the download for infusing yourself with greater levels of Light. As you bring the photon through nine 

systems, you will expand the dimensionality in your systems, increase your energy and vitality, and accelerate your ability to reach higher stages of consciousness. 
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 Day 4:      Tuesday,  April 30   

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Beginner’s Tantra 

Renee Landers  
$54 

 

Tantra has been around for over 5,000 years.  Learn sacred techniques for today's 

world.  Discover how to connect with others in ways you didn't know existed.  Realize 

the powerful link between sound and pleasure.  Awaken your inner wisdom and  

naturally move towards enlightenment. 

 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Snow Light - Secrets of Synchronicity 

Selena Rodriguez  
$56 

 

A meditation with digitally produced frequencies. A study of  sound frequency as a tool 

to align and harmonize one’s self  as well as eliminating disease.  A practical class with 

theoretical background of  sound used in ancient history.  

 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 
$33-66  

Just Say Yes 

Sunder Ashni  

 
A workshop to activate your "Yes!" To your energy, to others and to life!  We will use 
partner exercises and active meditation to experience moving from your true center.    
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 Day 5:      Wednesday,  May 1st  

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Intro to Palm Reading 

Renee Landers 
$54 

 
The curves, shapes and symbols in your hands are the roadmap of  your life. You’ll be 
learning the major lines and what they reveal about your love life, money, success and 

so much more. 
 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Tri-Spiral Healing Part 1 

Julie E Brent  
$60 

 

Tri-Spiral Healing teaches you to use intention and spiraling energies to amplify the 
Universal Life Force Energy for healing. This technique enables you to create a space 
for healing for self  and others. Julie has developed this intense form of  healing that 

can raise your vibration instantly. Julie was called to action in response to the request of  
humanity who wanted to have access to instant healing. Easy to learn and provides 

immediate results. 

 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 

Tri-Spiral Healing Part 2  / Facial  Digipuncture & Sacred Geometry 

Julie E Brent  / Marina Moreau 
$50 / $30 

Tri-Spiral Healing: ($50) 

All of  our ancestors used singing and dance as a way to come 

together and raise their spirits. In this class we use simple 

melodies to experience the power of  breathing together in 

rhythm and harmony.  

Facial Digipuncture & Sacred Geometry: ($30) 

Our Face has many acupuncture points, connected to our organs 

and our emotions. In this class, you will learn to identify these 

different points and using finger pressure associated with sacred 

geometry, to relieve organs and certain emotions. 
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 Day 6:      Thursday,  May 2nd  

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Breath - Align & Restore 

Elisabeth Espindola  
$30 

 

This somatic yoga class will combine elements of  Pilates, Hatha Yoga, and Feldenkrais 
Method. The class is open to all levels. We will breath, align our bodies and observe the 
magic of  letting go tension by allowing our bodies to remember and to listen with love 

and compassion.   

 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Frequency Alignment 

Emanuel Vessly 
$50 

 
A meditation with digitally produced frequencies. A study of  sound frequency as a tool 
to align and harmonize one’s self  as well as eliminating disease.  A practical class with 

theoretical background of  sound used in ancient history. 
 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 
$30 

Tribal Singing 

Emanuel Vessly 

 

All of  our ancestors used singing and dance as a way to come together and raise their 

spirits. In this class we use simple melodies to experience the power of  breathing to-

gether in rhythm and harmony.  
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 Day 7:      Friday,  May 3rd  

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Herb Walk / The Divine Alchemy of the Andean Orchid Flower Essences 

Art Jackson / Star Riparetti  
$55 

Flower essences can help us tremendously during these changing times! Learn what flower essences are, how they work, how to use 

and choose them and how to incorporate essences into your life.  See stunning photos of  the Andean Orchid flower essences, and 

learn their healing qualities. See the beautiful slide show of  where these essences were made in Machu Picchu, Peru. We will 

experience the Orchid essences during the workshop, and have fun along the way.  

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Empowerment 

Selena Rodriguez  
$83 

Within each of  us is the unlimited power to do what we desire, be who we want to be and have what we want to have. Society and 

our personal patterns lead us to believe that there are limits to this power. In each of  us is a memory stored in our body that limits 

our power in specific situations. Whether it is a memory of  an experience or a voice of  another person telling us what we can’t do 

or be, it remains there, limiting our awareness and the energy that is needed to complete what we want. One of  the ways to access 

this block and gently dissolve it is to bring it to our awareness. This workshop is for those who want more from life. To be 

successful, to use as many resources as possible, making things work the first time, doing things without struggle, manifest things 

successfully, access your powers instantly. You will learn about your personal energy, find the blocks in your body and change them, 

and learn where your power is. Before you leave the workshop you will have begun training yourself  to access your personal power. 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 

Healing the Chakras 

Sunder Ashni  
$33-66  

In this class we will use light language, ancient teachings on archetypal energies and flower essences to explore the energies of  the 
seven basic chakras. Participants will be invited into an active exploration of  these living centers of  energy and light.  
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 Day 8:      Saturday,  May 4th  

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Sound Healing 

Delton Jeter & Julie Rainwater 
$54 

 
This hands-on class will explore the uses of  tuning forks, singing bowls, toning / 

chanting, and other sound helpers during a healing session.  These tools can be used on 
oneself  as well as on others. 

 

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 

Affairs of the Heart 

Julie Rainwater  
$45 

 

Did you know the first organ to develop in your body was your heart? Understanding 
your heart and heart-based living are on the radar as we continue to evolve and shift 
who and how we are in this world. Learn ways to understand and cultivate your own 
heart, and how to connect with others as we focus on the most important affair you 

will know - affairs of  the heart. . 

 

Evening 

7 PM - 9 PM 
$20 

Evolution - Are You up for It? 

Julie Rainwater  

 

The world is changing and so are we.  We are growing and shifting.  Human beings are 
reshaping, and what it means to be human is transforming.  We are living in a time of  

awakening where new opportunities are now available to us. What is changing?  What is 
available?  How do we cooperate?  Join the lecture and discussion to find out if  you are 

indeed up for it. 
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 Day 9:      Sunday,  May 5th  

Morning 

10 AM - 1 PM 

Church 

Starr Fuentes  

 

Please join us at The Church of  Divine Intervention for Sunday Service 
at 10:30 AM.  

This is an inter-denominational church that welcomes all!  

Afternoon 

3 PM -  6 PM 
Starr’s Birthday Party  

 

Come celebrate Starr's birthday with many joyous faces here at the Divine 

Intervention Dome! The festivities will include delicious food, music, and 

fun games. Starr has spent over 60 years spreading light, healing and 

teaching others from around the globe. Be a part of  a wonderful celebration 

that honors her amazing life.  


